
 
 

MODERN SLAVERY ACT STATEMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

This statement is made by Trainline and in accordance with the requirements under 
section 54 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 to be transparent about our efforts to eradicate 
slavery and human trafficking in our supply chain and any part of our business.  

Trainline is an online seller of train tickets for railway services in Europe and sells tickets 
via its website, its mobile app and by telephone.  

We believe the risk of human trafficking in our workforce is low. The vast majority of our 
UK employees are trained professionals that have been selected through Trainline’s 
rigorous and transparent hiring practices. 

Trainline has examined the risk of modern slavery within its business operations on a risk-
sensitive basis and considers the risks of modern slavery in its supply chain to be low. The 
assessment is based upon the nature of our online business and the services we provide 
to customers which present very limited exposure to modern slavery risks. 

COMPLIANCE 

We are committed to ensuring that there is no modern slavery or human trafficking in our 
supply chains or in any part of our business.  In addition to a risk assessment and as part 
of our commitment to preventing modern slavery and human trafficking in our business, 
we have taken the following steps: 

• implementing a company policy which outlines our requirements under the Modern 
Slavery Act; 

• where appropriate and according to the level of potential risk, introducing 
contractual provisions in supplier contracts that require suppliers to comply with 
applicable anti-slavery and anti-trafficking laws; and 

• continuing with a risk-based assessment of suppliers in order to identify any 
modern slavery or human trafficking related risks. 

APPROVAL 

The statement has been reviewed and approved by Trainline’s board of directors.  
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